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Abatract

The somatic nutation responses of two different blue-flowering clones

of Tradeacantia (clones 02 and 4430) heterozygous for flower color may be used

advantageously as a monitor or test system for induced genetic injury. Studies

have been made comparing the nutagenic effects of x rays, chemical mutagens

and suspected mutagens, such as certain air pollutants and insecticides, with

each other and against the control (untreated) rate. Significant increases

in mutation rate after an acute exposure as low as 250 nrads of x rays,

33 mR/hr of chronic gamma exposure from Cs, and 6 hr of treatment with

<10 ppm of gaseous ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS), 1,2-dibromoethane (DBS) or SO ppm of

SO. attest to the efficacy of the Trade9cantia stamen hair system as an

Indicator of genetic injury.

Significant increases in mutation rate above control levels have

been observed for ozone, SO,, and KJ3 and for one pesticide, but the data

suggest that they are at best weak mutagens in this system since the maximum

response obtained was little more than twice the control rate.

From data to be presented on pink somatic mutation rates the relative

effectiveness of the various mutagens tested can be estimated and is presum-

ably indicative of their probable hazard to man.
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Introduction

As a result of very great increases in world population and expan-

sion in industrial and agricultural development, man is being exposed to an

ever increasing level of environmental pollutants and/or mutagens. The sources

of these chemical and physical environmental contaminants are varied. They

include human and industrial pollution of streams and ground water (1),

automotive and industrial combustion products (2), pesticides (3,4), commercially

used chemical additives, solvents or catalysts (5,6) and natural or artificial

sources of radiation (7-9). In the past few years there has been an accelerat-

ing effort to detect and identify the most serious or most toxic pollutants

and to assess their real or potential hazard to biological systems (10-14).

It is to this end that we are exploiting the very sensitive Tradeacantia

plant somatic mutation test system to study the genetic effects of physical

and known or suspected chemical mutagens.

Extensive use of Tradeacantia in radiobiological studies has

provided much information about its radiosensitivity with respect to somatic

mutation^" Cx, gamma, beta, neutron, muon and heavy ion radiations (for

refs. see Table 2). Considerable experience also has been obtained in both

the USSR and in the United States in experiments conducted in space vehicles

(21,22) and aaiy data exist on induced chromosome aberrations (see review

by Savage, .23). Our studies have included investigations of increased rates

Abbreviations used: DBE, 1,2-dibromoethane; EMS, ethyl methanesulfonate;

ppm, parts per million.
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of chromosomal aberrations and of somatic mutations (24). Recent work in our

laboratory has demonstrated that the methods used to study the genetic or

cytogenetic effects of physical mutagens can be applied directly to chemical

mutagen studies (25). Data from exposures to ionising radiation can be used

as a basis of comparison of the effects of chemical and physical mutagens

(26-28).

Materials and Methods

Many species of the genus Tradescantia grow as native plants in

North America. A considerable number of these and their interspecific

hybrids have been assembled or bred at the Brookhaven National Laboratory.

This report describes experiments utilizing mainly two different clones (02

which are
and 4430) shown in Figure 1. Mature plants of the clones vary from about

20 to 45 cm in height. Each plant produces many flowering shoots or branches

with each inflorescence having a series of flower buds covering a rang* of

ages such that once blooming starts, roughly one flower blooms each day.

Plants of the two clones are quite similar in overall appearance and are

handled in a similar fashion.

For experimental use,large plant populations are grown in controlled

environment chambers under artificial light from fluorescent and incandescent

bulbs. An 18-hr day is maintained with 1650 + 50 foot candles of illumination

from Sylvania FR96 T12/CW/VHO/135° bulbs supplemented by about 10% incandescent

lightunderday/night temperatures of 20° + 0.5 and 18° + 0.5 C. When mutagen

exposures are to be made, cuttings, each bearing a young inflorescence (Fig. 1),
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art takan snd treated within a few hour*. If prolong,ad obaarvationa ara

required, chc cuttings may be placed in a humid cheaber for 10 daya to permit

root formation before treatment, since rooted cuttings are more resistant

to environmental streasea and produce flowers over a longer period of time

than fretfi (unrooted) cuttings. After exposure* the cuttings are placed in

beakers of aerated Hoagland's nutrient solution and kept in a controlled

environment growth chamber under standard conditions until observations are

completed, a period of two to three weeks (Fig. 2b). A detailed review of

methods has been published (22).

The Tradescantia clone 02 used most frequently in these studies waa

derived from a wild population and assumed to be a hybrid between blue and pink

flowering plants (2j). Although tradescantia clone 02 functions well in

this radiobiologlcal test system, because it had some shortcomings, it seemed

desirable to obtain other hybrid or heterozygous clones. To accomplish

this, * number of crosses were made and seedlings grown. Clones ware

selected which had good contrasting flower color, more normal meiosls and a

lower percentage of spontaneous pollen abortion. One particular interspecific

hybrid (4430) resulted from a cross between Tradescantia subacaulls and J.

hlnutlflora and is in many respects superior to clone 02. In both clones 02

and 4430 the gene for pink flower color is recessive to blue <2>.3O1. A loss

or alteration of the dominant blue locus can result in a mutant pink cell.

Somatic mutations may. be counted or scored in either petals or stamen halre,

although in these studtss generally stamen hairs are used.
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As seated «bovc, each inflorescence is composed of a number of

flower buds in a range of developmental stages. Figure 2a shows the young

Pig. 2 staaen hairs in the younger buds undergoing active cell division. This is

the most sensitive stage for Mutation induction. Each stamen hair is derived

from a single epideiaal cell and it grows through successive divisions of

priaarily the apical and subap*. I cells (31-341. At aaturity,untreated staaens

show a range of 40-75 hairs, each containing up to 32 cells (these numbers

vary with clone and conditions of culture). A aature staaen with the hairs

spread out ready for exaaination under low magnification is shown in Figure

2b with typical mutant cell types from normal sized blue to pink, colorless,

and dwarf *B shown in Figure 2c and d. These various mutant or abnormal

cell types are induced in the aeristeaatic cells when exposed to various

chemical or physical autagens. Since a mutated cell may continue to divide

one to several tiaes, the mutant sector in « aature hair «ay be one or aore

cells in length. Figure 2d shows one and two-celled hairs; such hairs and

others less than 12 cells in length are called stunted and are scored as

nonsurvivors. Thus it is possible to construct survival curves as well as

mutation dose-response curws for staaen hairs after autagen treataenta (25.26).

Tradescantia cuttings can be exposed in open air or in gas-tight

Figs.3,4 chambera (Figs. 3,4). In such chaabers it is possible to give simultaneous

or sequential treataents with gaseous chemical and physical mutagens. Exposure

to chemical autagens is a new phase of our mutation research, and exposure

and dosiaetry techniques had to be developed. Very few techniques or data

are available in the literature for gaseous autagen exposure of biological



systems (27.28.36-38^. Thus, this direction of our recent chemical mutagen

research has been complicated by many new and unexpected experinental

difficulties.

The chamber used for gaseous exposure of the Tradescantia cuttings

is shown in Fig. 4. When using the chemical mutagen ethyl metbanesulfonate

(EMS), more complete tissue permeation was achieved by evacuating the air in

the exposure chamber for approximately 10 ain and then slowly returning to

one atmosphere of pressure by bubbling filtered air through an aqueous

reservoir of the chemical mutagen. The liquid chemical mutagen is in the

glass impinger tubes located at the left of the exposure chamber (Fig. 4).

The chemical concentration is controlled by varying the amount of air and

flow rate through the liquid mutagen. When atmospheric pressure is attained

within the chamber, the exhaust valve is opened and a steady flow of gaseous

mutagen is maintained through the chamber. The gas is exhausted through a

burner shown at the extreme right which oxidizes the autagen rendering It

harmless. The oxidized effluent is then exhausted to the atmosphere through

a 90 m stack. Thus the plants may be exposed to a constant level of gaseous

chemical autagen for a period of a few hours or up to several days or even

weeks. Mutagen concentration is aeasured by standard gas chromatographic

techniques and monitored during exposure by frequent saapling (39.40).

Resultii andI Discussion

Selection of the appropriate posttreataent scoring period is import-

ant and Figure 5 shows the normal change in response in relation to the number
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of days after acute exposure to radiation for clone 02. The nutation rate Is

low before day 7 or 8 after exposure primarily because most of the cells in

these stamen hairs were nature at the time of exposure. The flowers maturing

from day 11 to 15 postirradlation were exposed at a time when the hairs

had the highest frequency of meristematic cells and hence yield the largest

number of mutant events. In flowers maturing 18 to 20 days after exposure,

most of the hairs had not yet developed so that fewer hair cells were present

at time of exposure.

In order to present the data as a dose-response curve for acute

exposures a mean peak value is used for the mutations in flowers maturing

on days 11 to 15 after exposure. The period of peak values is indicated by

dashed vertical lines in Figure 5.

When mutagen-treated plants are scored the data include both spon-

taneous and induced mutations. To get net induced mutation rates the

Table 1 spontaneous rates must be deducted. Table 1 shows spontaneous rates for pink,

colorless and dwarf for three different clones. Values differ among both

loci and clones with a maximum difference of about 9-fold.

Various types of ionizing radiations have been used including

x and gamma rays, monoenergetic neutrons of various energies, muons, pions

Table 2 and heavy particles such as nitrogen ions. Table 2 summarizes some mutation

rates for low doses or low dose rates obtained with several of these physical

mutagens. The very high sensitivity of the Tradescantia test system is attested to

by the significant increase In mutation rate with daily doses of less than
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1 rad of gun* radiation and tingle acute doses as low as 0.25 rads of x rays

and 10 Brads of 0.43-HeV neutrons. The doubling dose for x rays is about

1 rad for »ir* mutations in clone 02 (17.18).

Typical dose-response curves for clones 02 and 4430 for pink Mutations

Fig. 6 per stamen hair plotted agains x-ray dose in rads are shown in Figure 6. These

dose-response curves for 250-kVp x rays are used as standards of comparison

for all of our radiation experiments and for comparison with mutation rates

induced by various chemical mutagens. It can be seen that the two curves are

very similar and their slopes nearly identical. Note that at low doses

there is a +1 slope which becomes somewhat steeper above about 6 rads and

that the curves bend over and then decrease at high doses. These curves will

be shown in succeeding figures for comparison with chemical mutagen responses.

Similar dose-response curves for the frequency of colorless mutations

Fig. 7 for x rays in the two clones are shown in Figure 7. Clone 4430 appears to be

somewhat more resistant for x-ray induced colorless mutations. It should be

noted that the slope of the dose-response curves for colorless also becomes s

+1 slope st low doses of x rays. It can be anticipated that low concentrations

of chemical mutagens nay also give a curve with a +1 slope at the lower end

but this has not yet been demonstrated. Our data show no evidence of a

threshold dose for either locus and there is no reason to expect one once we

reach a +1 slope in the dose response.

One of our first objectives with gaseous chemical exposures was to

decide on an exposure time which could be used as a laboratory standard.
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Fig. 8 Figure 8 shows a typical set of data following EMS treatment which

demonstrates that increasing concentration and length of exposure both

increase the nutation response. Based on these kinds of data and the desir-

ability of completing an exposure within a single working day, we chose 6 hr

as a standard exposure time. Unless otherwise stated,chemical mutagen and

air pollutant exposures were 6 hr treatments.

Fig. 9 Figure 9 shows the dose-response curves for pink mutations after

exposure of clones 02 and 4430 to gaseous EMS. Ten rads of radiation vere

made equivalent to 100 parts per million (ppm) of chemical mutagens. This

was an arbitrary decision for convenience in comparing slopes and amplitudes

of the response curves on the same set of axes. For EMS the slopes of the

dose-response curves for both clones are in excess of +2. This is considerably

higher than the slopes for the corresponding x-ray dose-response curves.

The most striking difference noted between these two responses is that clone

4430 is six to seven times more sensitive than clone 02 at the same concen-

tration of mutagen. However, the biological or biochemical basis for the

greater sensitivity of clone 4430 has not been ascertained.

Clone 02 appears to saturate in mutation response at a level somewhat

less than that for x rays, whereas clone 4430 apparently saturates at a level

well above that for x rays. A similar large difference in sensitivity of

clone 4430 over clone 02 is also found in the relationship for the colorless

Fig. 10 mutations (Fig. 10). The relative difference in sensitivity for colorless muta-

tions is even greater for two reasons: first, clone 4430 is more resistant
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to x rays than clone 02 and second, clone 4430 is much more sensitive than

clone 02 to EMS treatment. The slopes of the EMS dose-response curves Cor

colorless do not differ greatly from those observed after x irradiation.

The two standard Tradescantia clones have been exposed to a number

of other gases including the commercially used fumigant and gasoline additive

Fig. 11 1,2-dibromoethane (DBS). Figure 11 gives dose-response curves for pink

mutations following exposures to various concentrations of DBE. The induced

rates are quite similar to those induced by EMS indicating that it, too, is

a potent mutagen. Mote that the large sensitivity difference between clones

4430 and 02 was also observed following DBE treatment (based on only one

experiment and one concentration).

Our work has not been concerned primarily with pesticides but some

have been used as a necessary adjunct "o pest control. The trade names,

chemical names and some mutation data for three of the pesticides used are

Table 3 given in Tables 3 and 4. Dose response treatments were not attempted but

Table 4 concentrations recommended by the manufacturer were used. The only pesticide

producing a statistically significant effect was TEFP which induced s mutation

rate for pink greater than twice the control rate with significance at the

1% level. The systemic pesticide, Temik, was the most effective in the control

of thrips and showed no significant mutagenic effect; on that basis it was

selected for routine use on the stock plants. To insure against the possibility

of a synergistic effect with radiation, plants were treated with Temik both

with and without radiation. No synergistic effect was found (Table 4).
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Durlng the past year experiments have been done with several of the

well known air pollutants. The data for pink mutation rates (minus control

values) induced in clone 4430 following 6 hr exposures to 0., SO-, NO. and N O

Table 5 are shown in Table 5 together with data for DBS. The dafca indicate that all

four air pollutants produce a weak mutagenic response, i.e. 0~, SO. and NO.

showed an effect at SO ppm but N,0 failed to show a significant effect with

less than 250 ppm. These concentrations are far above the permissible levels

of these air pollutants but it is disturbing that all of them appear to have

some nutagenic action in Tradescantia. Further work is now under way with

these pollutants and additional ones will be studied. Ma (18,19,27.38) has

reported increased chromatid aberrations in Tradescantia pollen tubes with low

levels of SO., NO. and nitrous acid.

It should by now be clear that Tradescantia stamen hairs provide a

sensitive system for studying induced nutations. Unfortunately the type of

genetic event rr mechanism responsible for the phenotypic changes observed,

i.e. the pink and colorless cells, is poorly understood. However, it is

highly probable that both one- and two-break deletions and point mutations of

unknown nature are involved (18,29,42). If deletions are involved(a method

Fig. 12 exists for calibrating Tradescantia data with data from human cells. Figure 12

shows that the frequencies of radiation-induced deletions per cell are relatively

similar in Tradescantia microspores (43) as compared with those of human leuko-

Fig. 13 cytes (44) and Figure 13 shows similar data for dicentrics (45). Clearly

Tradescantia cells have about the same frequency per rad of deletions per cell
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and of dicentrics per chromosome arm as do human leukocytes. The D_ values

for stamen hair survival of about 170 rads (46) is within the published range

of human cell cultures but is above average (Table VP4;47). This lends further

credence to the idea that mutation data from Tradescantia may well be within

the range of mammalian cell lines and possibly also of mammalian germ cells.

Research utilizing the Tradescantia test system will be continued

at Brookhaven National laboratory using many new chemicals either suspected

or known to be mutagenic. Due to the extreme sensitivity of this test system

it is hoped that we may be able to look for evidence of genetic repair of DNA

injury produced by chemical mutagens and to study mutation response at low

concentrations of both pollutants and known mutagens. Such data combined with

data on chromosome aberrations will contribute to the overall assessment of

the potential genetic hazard of environmental mutagens.
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Table 1

Control mutation rates per 1000 stamen hairs
in three heterozygous Tradescantia clones.

Clone 02 Clone 4430
(Interspecific T. subacaulis x Clone 4405

Mutation hybrid) T. hirsultiflora T.subacaulis

Pink 0.65 ±0.07 2.31 ±0.11 3.76±0.52

Colorless 1.59±0.17 0.89 ±0.07 5.56 ±0.63

Dwarf 1.64±0.32 2.10±0.33 0.72±0.23



Table 2
Typical Mutagenic Responses of Tradescantia clones

Following Exposure to Various Radiations

Radiation

Gamma, Cesium-137
(chronic 18/20°C)

(chronic 13°C)

(chronic 13°C)

Beta, Tritium
(chronic)

Xrays,250-kVp
(acute)

Xrays,25O-kVp
(acute)

Neutrons, 0.43-MeV
(acute)

Nitrogen ions,
3.9-GeV (acute)

Muons+ 6-Ge V
(acute)

Dose(rads)

2.8/d

2.8/d

0.72/d

3.6/d

1.3

0.25

0.01

0.3

12.03

Hairs
scored

(X103)

47

8

17

3

369

961

96

29

19

Pink
mutations/1000 hairs*

—control** ±S.E.

15.60±0.72

24.4 ±2.53

4.7 ±0.98

1O.2±2.71

9.5 ±0.15

0.17 ±0.06

0.44±0.17

2:53±0.63

2.56±0.39

Clone

02

02

02

4430

4430

02

02

02

02

Reft.

38

38

38

31

39

39

47

21 '

•Induced mutation rates are significantly above control rates at 1% level.
••Cumulative control values per 1000 hairs for clones 02 and 4430 are 0.65 ±0.07 and

2.31 ±0.11 respectively.



Table 3
Insecticides Used on Tradescantia Stock Plants

Trade name Active ingredient
Method of
application Concentration

TEPP

Systox

Temik

Tetraethyl pyrophosphate
(40%)

0,0-Diethyl 0 (and)
S-2-(ethylthio)ethyl
phosphorothioates

2-Methyl-2(methylthio)
propionaldehyde 0-(methyI-
carbamoyl) oxime

(granules 10%)

dipping 0.052%

soil drench 60 cc/6" pot 0.005M
(soln.)

soil mix 0.42 gm/6" pot
(granules)



Table 4

Mutagenic response of Tradescantia clone 02
following pesticide treatment of plants at normal

concentrations recommended by the manufacturer.

Hairs Mutations/1000 hairs Stat.
Trade name scored — control zhS.E. sig.

Control 938,408

TEPP 19,710

Systox 15,065

Temik 32,562

X rays (75 R) 18,236

Temik + 75 R 14,555

*Control frequencies not subtracted.

0.65±0.07

0.85±0.26

0.07 ±0.38

0.11 ±0.21

96.2 ±3.4*

101.1 ±3.9*

11

—
1%

N.S.

N.S.

Diff.
N.S.



Table 5

Mutagenic response of Tradescaniia clone 4430
to 6-hour exposures with 1,2-dibromoethane

and various gaseous pollutants.

hairs
cone. scored mutations/1000 hairs stat.

Chemical (ppm) (XlO3) — Control±S.E. sig.

DBE

o3
SO2

NO2

N2O

8.2

50

50

50

250

27

8

30

24

29

0.94±0.47

2.57 ±0.92

1.28±0.54

1.12±0.56

1.17±0.55

5%

1%

5%

1%

1%
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FIGURE LEGENmS

FIGURE I. Mature plants of Trade8cantla clone 02 (right) and clone

4430 (left) each with several flower stalks at a suitable stage for treatment.

The insert is a single inflorescence of clone 02 showing the arrangement of

flower buds at different stages of development.

FIGURE 2. (a) A stamen excised from the bud 13 to 15 days before

anthesis is shown with very young developing stamen hairs. Hairs of this size

are rapidly growing and each may contain several cells in division and conse-

quently are very sensitive to various mutagenic treatments, (b) Mature stamen

showing stamen hairs spread out on a slide ready for scoring for mutated

cells. (c,d) Various mutant or aberrant cells or hairs typical of those

seen after irradiation. Meaning of letter codes is indicated in insert in (c).

FIGURE 3. Apparatus used to expose Tradescantia inflorescences

simultaneously to desired gases and ionizing radiation (35).

FIGURE 4. The exposure chamber used for treating Tradescantia cuttings

with gaseous chemical mutagens. The chemical mutagen is introduced in this

chamber by bubbling filtered air through a reservoir of the aqueous solution

of the mutagen in the glass impinger tube located at the left of the exposure

chamber. The mutagen is exhausted through a burner which oxidizes the chemical

mutagen and the gaseous effluent is released to the atmosphere through a 90 m

stack. Cuttings are exposed in a beaker of water containing as many as 30

to 50 cuttings per treatment.
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FIGURE 5. Percent of stamen hairs with colorless and pink mutations

following acute exposure to 6 rads of 0.43 MeV neutrons and 200 rads of x rays

the
is plotted against time in days after exposure. Under controlled growth

conditions used for these experiments, the mutation rates become maximum

between the period 11 and 15 days after exposure.

FIGURE 6. Dose-response curves for pink somatic mutations are shown

comparing the relative radiosensitivity of clone 02 and the new clone 4430

to x rays. The slopes of the curves and overall sensitivity to x rays are

quite similar for both clones. Data for clone 02 from Sparrow et al. (17)

and for clone 4430 from Table II in ref. 26_.

FIGURE 7. Dose-response curves for colorless mutations are compared

fox* the two clones 02 and 4430. The slopes of the curves for the two species

are obviously divergent and clone 4430 appears to be appreciably more resistant

to x rays than clone 02. Low dose data were insufficient to establish a +1

slope for clone 02. Data for clone 02 from Underbrink and Sparrow (41) and

that for 4430 from Table II in ref. 26.

FIGURE 8. EMS-induced pink mutation response in clone 4430 resulting

from exposures at various concentrations (ppm) and duration. Data points

are mean peak values(+ S.E) for days 12 to 15 posttreatment (Table III in

ref. 26.
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FIGURE 9. Dose-response curves for pink mutations in clones 4430

and 02 following 6 hr exposure to EMS compared to standard x ray dose-response

curves. Broken lines represent extrapolated curves. The relation of 1 rad to

10 ppm of chemical concentration is arbitrary and selected only for convenience

of plotting curves on the same set of axes (Table IV in ref. 26).

FIGURE 10. Dose-response curves comparing colorless mutation rates

In clones 02 and 4430, following 6 hr exposure to EMS and acute x rays. Note

that slopes are all quite similar (Table IV in ref. 26).

FIGURE 11. Dose-response curve for pink mutation rate in clone 4430

following 6 hr exposure to DBE. Single data point for clone 02 (lower right)

Indicates that it is more resistant to DBE than clone 4430. Regression lines

for EMS and x rays are shown for intercomparison of clone 4430 responses

(Table V in ref. 26).

FIGURE 12. Comparison of dose-response curves for deletions per cell

in Tradescantia microspores and human leukocytes (43.44).

FIGURE 13. Comparison of dose-response curves for dicentrics of

Tradescantia pollen and human leukocytes. Note the similarity in dicentrics

per chromosome arm in the two cases (45).
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